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Congress passed a bill to prevent a long leap off the so-called "fiscal cliff." But lawmakers merely postponed action on roughly $1

trillion in automatic spending cuts that were set to go into effect this week. The cuts, known as sequestration, are now set to take

place in March. Congress' decision to delay work on finding ways to ease sequestration disappoints John Reed, chief executive

officer of the Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute in La Jolla.

Reed told U-T San Diego by email Wednesday, "Until a definitive agreement has been reached, the federal agencies that support

medical research across the nation will still be largely on hold. Agencies such as the (National Institutes of Health) will be inhibited

from issuing requests for applications and offering new competitive funding opportunities, due to lack of certainty about budgets. I

therefore hope Congress and the Administration can figure this out quickly and allow our biomedical research community to get on

with the good work that we do to benefit humanity."

Mitch Kronenberg, president of the La Jolla Institute for Allergy & Immunology, said, "I am relieved that we have dodged the bullet,

meaning that sequestration and the attendant drastic cutback in NIH funding will not immediately occur. This has evidently pleased

the stock market, but we have the possibility of sequestration still hanging over our heads. We need longer term solutions, and

particularly ones that do not stifle innovation and that will let biomedical research to go forward at a reasonable pace."

Kronenberg was referring, in part, to Wednesday's stock market results. The Dow Jones average rose 308.41 points.

The NIH provided San Diego's biomedical researchers about $800 million last year for research and training. The agency is the

largest public underwriter of biomedical research.

San Diego scientists call for big change in how cancer is analyzed (http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2013/jan/01/scripps-calls-big-

change-cancer-analysis/?sciquest)

10 surprises in the Year in Science (http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2012/dec/31/it-was-year-surprises-science/?sciquest)

Tamiflu use approved for younger children (http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2012/dec/25/tamiflu-use-approved-younger-children/?

sciquest)
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